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If x* (*'=1, ■ • • , n) is a vector representing a map from a domain Q in

euclidean (w, z;)-space into the euclidean x'-space, the Euler equations of the

problem

(1) J*,/* (XuXu "■" xvXv)dudv = min,        summation over i,

have the simple form

t t i
(2j Ax = %uu I Xuu     0 •

The boundary value problem reduces trivially to the classical Dirichlet

problem in its simplest form. If the x'-space is a Riemannian space 5 with a

positive definite metric, the generalization of (1) is

J \f gpq(x)(xlxl + Xvxl)dudv = min,

and the Euler equations are

dgpq , p «        P «, 5  ,       3.       i      /       9\ n
-(xux„ + x^x») — 2 — (gi3xu) — 2 — (gi,x„) = 0.
5x* 3m dv

Putting

dgpq a a
(3) —    7 =  gj)t<rig + gaqTpi,

dx1

we obtain the equivalent equations

*        *  . p q        p 3.

(4) Ax 4- rpg(       4- *,*„) = 0.

Any solution of (4) will be called a harmonic surface.

Equations (4) are nonlinear in the first derivatives of x{ and the boundary

value problem is now decidedly more difficult than in the classical case (2).

There is no direct generalization of Poisson's integral and the results obtained

directly by Picard's approximation method are geometrically very restricted/!"

* Presented to the Society, October 28, 1939; received by the editors June 2, 1939.

t G. Giraud, Sur le probUme de Dirichlet geniralisi, II, Annales de l'Ecole Normale Sup6rieure,

vol. 46 (1929), pp. 131-245.
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However S. Bernstein's elaborate method of majorization* can be shown to

be effective in our case, and in the present note we shall offer some first

results in this direction. In §1 we shall state some elementary properties of

harmonic surfaces and in §2 a uniqueness theorem relative to the boundary

value problem; and in §3 we shall prove a theorem on compactness of

families of harmonic surfaces.

1. Subharmonic character of harmonic surfaces. Equations (4) are an

extension, from one to two parameters, of the equations for geodesies:

d2xi        i  dxp dx"
(5) -VTpq-= 0.

ds2 ds ds

As in the latter case, equations (4) can be easily seen to be formally invariant

under transformations of coordinates in the x'-space, the expressions on the

left side of (4) being the components of a vector relative to such transforma-

tions. Other quantities which are formally invariant are the coefficients

(6) E = gpqXuXu, F — gpq%u%v, G = gpqXvXv

of the fundamental form Edu2+2Fdudv+Gdv2. These coefficients are scalars.

As in the euclidean case, the expression

E — G — 2F{- 1)V2 = gpq{x){xl - (- l)U2xl)(xl - (- I)1"**)

is an analytic function of the complex variable u+iv. In other words we have

the Cauchy-Riemann equations

(7) Eu — Gu = — 2FV,      Ev — Gv - 2FU,

(8) A£ = AG, AF = 0.

Relations (7) are formal identities. They hold for expressions (6), subject to

relations (3) and (4). The differentiations involved can be reduced to a mini-

mum by the use of geodesic coordinates. The first derivatives of E, F, G

with respect to u and v involve the coefficients gpq, Tpq but no derivatives of

Tpr In order to prove (7) for a fixed value (w0, v0) we may select geodesic

coordinates originating at the point xl(w0, v0), for which, at the origin,

(9) r„ = 0,      gpq = 5pq ■

Thus the proof of (7) consists of proving the same trivial identities as in the

euclidean case.

* S. Bernstein, Sur la generalisation du Probleme de Dirichlet, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 69

(1910), pp. 82-136, §1.
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If S is a space whose Riemannian curvature is nonpositive, then relations

(8) can be supplemented by the further relation

(10) AE ^ 0,      AG — 0.

We shall derive a more comprehensive result relating to harmonic "surfaces"

in several dimensions. If we replace the two parameters u, v by parameters ua,

a = \, ■ ■ ■ , m, and put

d2x "     d2x dxp dx"
Ax - - = 2-, -'       Eßi  ' Spq-'

duadua     a_j dwdu" du» du*

then the equations

^ i      i  dx" dx9
Ax + TPq-= 0

du" dua

are the Euler equations of the problem

J jEaa duidui ■ ■ ■ dum = min.

If for given values u", we select a coordinate system which is geodesic at the

point £<(wa), then we obtain

dEßy / d2xp   dx"     dxp   d2x" \ « /dxp dx"     dx* dx"\dxr

dua      gv\du»du" dW     du» du^du")     gpa "\du» du^     dW du») du"

and hence, putting Tpq = 0,

/   dxp dx"     dxp     dx"\ d2xp d2x"

duBdua du^du"

dl^ar    $ Xs /u .v

+ gPa-— - + -
dx' dua\r

dTqr dx"/dxp dx"     dxp dx"\dxr

dW     du-» du») du"

Now, using the formula   _/C ̂ ^ J   f"a , ~ ̂

d dTab dx" dx" dxb

du» dx" du» du" dua

and a similar formula fordA^/d^and putting RpqT, = gpa(dYaT3/dx"—dYarq/dxa),

we finally obtain
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For any quantities X", putting pap=\ß{d'ixJ'/dußdua), vp =\ß(dx"/duß), we

hence obtain

ß  y p  q p q   OXT ÖX*
AEß-,\ X  = 2gPqixaßa — 2Rpqrsv v-•

dua dtia

Thus, for a space S of nonpositive curvature, /A.Ej3.rX<JX'yS:0, and this implies

relations (10).

Finally we shall indicate a proof for the assertion that in a space S of

nonpositive curvature, the curvature R~(u, v) of any harmonic surface is also

nonpositive. By a general theorem of Ricci,* K is the sum of two quantities

R~\ and K2; Ki is the so-called relative curvature of the surface and K2 is the

curvature of 5 at the point x{(u, v). Since K2S0 by assumption, we have

only to show that Ki S 0. Now, if (9) holds, the quantity Ki can be computed

by a formula which is formally the same as in the euclidean case, namely

2 I     t i      tili        t       i I        it        t       iii     t        t       t I

(EG — F )Ki =

Each term on the right side is the (numerical) product of two matrices of

3 rows and n columns each. Now, (9) implies x\v = —x'uu and therefore Ki 0.

2. The distance function. If two solutions of (2) over the same region Q

have the same limit values on the boundary B of Q, then they are identical

throughout Q. We must not expect a similar theorem to hold without restric-

tion for solutions of (4) since it does not even hold for solutions of the simpler

equations (5). However, the restrictions required for equations (4) are ex-

actly the same as those needed for equations (5). It is sufficient to assume

that the solutions lie in a region U of the space S in which there are no

conjugate points. More precisely we assume that any two points x* and y> of

U can be joined in S by a geodesic arc whose closure contains no conjugate

points and whose geodesic length is the shortest geodesic distance between

the points xl and y'. Denoting the latter distance by H{x\ y>), if the space 5

belongs to class C4, then H(x\ y') belongs to class C2 on the domain UXU

minus the diagonal manifold x*=y''.

For an arbitrary function W = W(xi, y>) and arbitrary numbers £*, 77' we

shall consider the expression

(W„* - T\q(x)Wxi)kY+ 2W„y&W + (Wyvyq - Tipq(y)Wyi)vPvq

(the subscripts of W indicating partial derivations) and we shall denote this

expression by

_ P(W) - P(TF; 0 rj).

* L. P. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry, 1926, p. 174.
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We shall say that a function W(x\ y>) has positive character, if P(W; £, 77) ̂0

identically in x*, y'; £*, -n' (assuming xVy, if necessary).

We shall now prove

Lemma 1. The distance function H(x\ y>) has positive character.

We take a geodesic arc issuing from x', whose direction cosines at the

point of issuance have the given values and on it a point of geodesic dis-

tance e. Denoting the coordinates of the latter point by we will have

by familiar formulas from the theory of normal coordinates,*

en) f'(«) = *4 - j tUx)zY + »(«*)

and

H{x\ *'+!>(«)) = e{gpq(x)^q}112.

In particular

d
(12) — H{x\ x* + £'(*))= 0.

de

Similarly we put

e2 1

(13) f (e) - er, - — Tpq(y)vY + o{e )

and obtain

d
(14) —H(y',y + V'(e))=0.

de

Since there are no conjugate points on the geodesic arc joining xl and y,

the second derivative with respect to e of

H{x\ x' + ?'(«)) + Hix* + £<(«), y> + V'(e)) + H(y\ y* + rj'(e))

is greater than or equal to zero for e = 0. On account of (12) and (14), we

therefore have

d2
lim-H(xi + £«(e), y> + 7?>'(<D) ~= 0.
e-»o de2

Substituting (11) and (13) we hence obtain P(H; £, 77) ̂0, which is the

assertion of our lemma.

Lemma 2. If x(0 ** dijferentiable twice and x'(t) ^0 and x"{t) ^0, and if

W{x\ y>) has positive character, then x(W(x\ y>)) has positive character too.

* T. Y. Thomas, Differential Invariants of Generalized Spaces, 1934, p. 7.
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In fact,

P(x(W); e, v) = x'(W)-P(x(W); i, n) + x"(.W)<W*Z> + wyPry.

In particular, we see that the function (B(xi, y'))2 has positive character,

and this function has the advantage of belonging to class C2 throughout

UXU, the manifold x'=y' not being excepted.

Lemma 3. If W(x', y') has positive character and x{{u, v), y'(u, v) are two

harmonic surfaces, then the function f(u, v) = W(xi(u, v), y'(u, v)) is sub-

harmonic, that is A/5:0.

In fact, carrying out the differentiations and replacing Ax' and Ay' by

— Tpq{x){xuvxv.q-\-xvvxvq) and —Tip<1(y)(yupyul>-\-yvpyvq) respectively, we obtain

Af = P(W; xu, yu) + P(W; xv, yv),

and therefore A/2;0.

Since a subharmonic function attains its maximum on the boundary and

since the distance function H{xi, y') vanishes only for x^y', we may con-

clude the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If U is a domain of S on which the distance function H(xi, y>)

has positive character, then for any two harmonic surfaces x^u, v), y'(u, v), the

function H{xi{u, v), y'(u, v)) attains its maximum on the boundary B of Q. If

x'(u, v)=yi(u, v) on B, then this equality holds throughout Q+B.

If K(a', a) is a geodesic sphere 11(0% x') <<r in U, then any harmonic surface

in U whose boundary lies in K(a\ a) lies there in its entirety.

The last part of the theorem is a consequence of the first if we put

y\u, v)=a\

3. The Dirichlet integrand on the boundary. Using polar coordinates

u = p cos 9,v = p sin 6, we assume now that Q is the unit circle p<l,0^ö<27r,

and we shall denote the same function in Q by x(u, v) and x(p, 9) interchange-

ably. If a periodic function <f>(9) is continuous, and has m continuous deriva-

tives, m = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , we shall write

\\<t>(d)\\m = max I d™d>(e)/d6m \.
OS8<2i

In case of a vector </>*(0) we shall write

IkwIU = Elkwll».

This symbolism will refer exclusively to the variable denoted by 6.

The theorem to follow will apply to a sufficiently small neighborhood U
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of a fixed point on 5 in which the distance function has positive character.

Making U sufficiently small and choosing the coordinate system appropri-

ately, we may first assume that U is the entire cell — <*> <x'< <x>,i = \, • • ■ ,n,

the fixed point of U being the origin x{ = 0. U contains some geodesic sphere

K(Q, a') whose radius will be also denoted by 3er°. Obviously, for 0<<r<3o-0

there exist two functions r'{a) and r"(a), 0<r' <r", such that the geodesic

sphere K(0, cr) contains the euclidean sphere x'x'Sr'2 and is in its turn con-

tained in the euclidean sphere x'x'Sr"2. We further observe that for xl(u, v)

in K(0, 2(7°), the quantity

(15) E 4- G = gpq{x)(xlxl + xlxl)

is majorized above and below by

*****
(16) XftXu     I XyXy.

Now, for a'cKiO, 2<r°) and z*c7r(0, <r°) we put %i = xi — a\ and we con-

sider the function W{al, £i) = (H(ai, x'))2/!, and the quantities

(17) n* = •**(«', e5) = w*.

Since, for £i = 0, dr)p/dZq = gpl(a), we may consider the inverse functions

(18) = ZKap, vq)-

They are defined, and they are inverse to the functions (17), for

(19) o* c 7C(0, 2<r°),      ft'&rt      (> 0),

the number r0 being independent of a\

We now consider a solution **'(«, v) of (4) in Q which lies in 7^(0, cr0) and

whose partial derivatives are uniformly continuous in Q. The functions

x'(u, v) and their partial derivatives of first and second order have continuous

boundary values on B. The function f(u, v) =/(p, 6) = W{a\ x'(u, v)—a>) has

partial derivatives of second order which are uniformly continuous in Q, and

satisfies

||/(1, 0)||„ S M\\x(l,d)\\m, m = 0, 1,2,

the constant M being independent of xl(u, v) but not necessarily the same in

all relations in which it will occur. The important property of f(u, v) is that

it is subharmonic, A/2:0 (see Theorem 1). We now put

/(P, 6) = g(o, 9) + h(P, 9)

where g(p, 6) is the harmonic function with the boundary values/(l, 6) and
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h(p, 6) is a subharmonic function with boundary values 0. For g(p, 0) we

have*

dg(P, e)

dp
+

dg(P, e)

de
S M\\x(l,0)\\t.

For the function h(p, 8) we immediately obtain the relation

lim
dh(p, e)

dd

dh{\, e)

dd
= o,

which is an immediate consequence of the assumption that k(p, 8) shall

vanish on the boundary. For the radial derivative we obtain the one-sided

relation

u  dh(P,e)   dh(i,e) ^
lim-=-= 0
p-»i dp dp

with no absolute values to start with. It follows from the fact that h{p, 0) is

zero on the boundary and, being subharmonic, is nonpositive in Q. Altogether

we have the estimates

a/(i, e)

dd
< M\\x(l,0) „

a/d, 0)

dp
^ M\\x(i,9) ,,

and this can also be written in the form

max
0x^1,8)

de
- r,'(l, 8) —-      = M\\x(l,6)\\2.

dp

The constant M is independent of 8 and a\ and all combinations (19) are

admissible. Hence we obtain the estimate

dx*(l, 8)

dd
+

0^(1, 0)

dp
S M *(M)|S,

the second quantity on the left side being also an absolute value. Since

/6vy / dx'y / dxiy   1 /dx'y

\ du ) + \ äv /     V dp ) + p2 \ dd ) '

we finally obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7/5 belongs to class C4, if U is a sufficiently small coordinate

neighborhood of the origin, and if x'(u, v) =x'(p, 8) is a harmonic surface in U

* H. Whitney, Analytic coordinate systems in a manifold, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 38

(1937), p. 809, Lemma 4.
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whose partial derivatives of the second order are uniformly continuous in the

unit circle Q, then the inequality

a.Mi, 6)
[E(l, 6) +G(1, 0)}1/2 S MzZ max

holds for a constant M which is independent of the given surface.

If S has nonpositive curvature, then the sharper inequality

d2x*(l, ff)
(20) [ E(u, v) + G(u, v)}1/2 t% M X max

holds for the same constant M.

The second half of the theorem follows from the first since for spaces of

nonpositive curvature, E+G attains its maximum on the boundary of Q.

But the inequality (20) probably holds for spaces S of any curvature.

From Theorem 2 we could easily deduce the existence theorem* that any

vector <p'(6) in U which has two continuous derivatives is the boundary of a

harmonic surface in U.

* J. L6ray et J. Schauder, Topologie et equations fonctionelles, Annales de l'Ecole Normale Su-

perieure, vol. 51 (1934), pp. 45-78.
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